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ABSTRACT

To our judgment, the epistemological discussion in contemporary social science goes around of the notion of comprehension. It is establish a breakpoint between the Natural sciences, the social sciences and humanities; in regards to this it is really important to Consider setting as starting point the work of the Basque. Master about the three stilt. 'S of work in the social sciences. Even higher education l policies on Institutions of Higher Education. The University Corporation Meta, since the beginning created its own educational method Known for its acronyms in Spanish as MEUM. This Method has called nine subjects (UNIMETA, Cosmology, West, America, Colombia, Meta, Villavicencio, and Future Society Contemporary Political Thought), and each one of them has six components as shown (Class, Seminar, Symposium, Team Work Oral Presentations, Monitoring) This paperwork wishes to show the MEUM as an attempt to think the Competency-Based Education (EBC) from an humanistic perspective, with which it AIMS to define the theoretical and practical comprehension as human uniqueness and THEREFORE, for the temporary imagination and irrational as locus of the immeasurable and uncontrollable, in other words, as a challenge for any educational project done since competencies.
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